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Air Gaps as Intermediate Selective Reflectors
to Reach Theoretical Efficiency Limits
of Multibandgap Solar Cells
Vidya Ganapati, Chi-Sing Ho, and Eli Yablonovitch

Abstract—Efficient external luminescence is a prerequisite for
high-voltage solar cells. To approach the Shockley–Queisser limit,
a highly reflective rear mirror is required. This mirror enhances
the voltage of the solar cell by providing internally luminescent
photons with multiple opportunities for escaping out the front surface. Likewise, intermediate reflectors in a multibandgap solar cell
can assist external luminescence to enhance the voltage for each
cell in a stack. These intermediate reflectors must also transmit
the subbandgap photons to the next cell in the stack. A practical implementation of an intermediate selective reflector is an air
gap sandwiched by antireflection coatings. The air gap provides
perfect reflection for angles outside the escape cone, and the antireflection coating transmits angles inside the escape cone. As the
incoming sunlight is within the escape cone, it is transmitted on to
the next cell, while most of the internally trapped luminescence is
reflected. We calculate that air gap intermediate reflectors, along
with a rear mirror, can provide an absolute efficiency increase of
ࣈ5% in multibandgap cells.
Index Terms—Detailed balance limit, intermediate reflector,
mirror, multijunction solar cell, quasi-equilibrium.

I. INTRODUCTION
VER the past few years, the efficiency record for a singlebandgap 1-sun solar cell has risen to 28.8% [1]: a record
held by a thin-film gallium arsenide cell from Alta Devices.
This efficiency increase was enabled by improving the efficiency of luminescence extraction from the solar cell [2], [3].
This record-holding single-bandgap cell had a rear reflector,
rather than a substrate. In a solar cell, some of the absorbed
photons will radiatively be emitted as luminescence. These internally luminescent photons can then be reabsorbed in the cell
or escape from a surface. In an ideal solar cell with a perfect
rear mirror, at open circuit, all the absorbed photons will be reemitted and will eventually escape from the top surface. A good
rear reflector provides multiple opportunities for a luminescent
photon to escape out of the front surface of the cell and was
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instrumental in achieving the single-bandgap solar cell record
efficiency [2].
In a multijunction solar cell, bandgaps of different materials
are placed in a stack, from the largest bandgap on top to the
smallest on the bottom. The top cell absorbs all the photons
above its bandgap, and the lower energy photons are transmitted to the next bandgap. In the past year, a new record of 31.1%
was set by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory, for a
dual-bandgap solar cell under 1-sun illumination, by using a
rear reflector to improve the voltage in the bottom cell [4]. In a
multijunction solar cell stack, improving the rear reflector improves the voltage of the bottommost cell; however, the upper
cells do not get this same voltage boost. In order to further
improve the efficiency of a dual-bandgap solar cell, an intermediate reflector needs to be placed in between the top and bottom
cells. This intermediate reflector needs to reflect the internally
luminescent photons (which are mostly at the bandgap energy,
arriving at all angles), but transmit the subbandgap photons to
the next cell below. These subbandgap photons are near normal
incidence, owing to the refraction from air into the higher index
solar cell material.
II. THEORY
The quasi-equilibrium derivation given by Shockley and
Queisser [5] yields the limiting efficiency of a solar cell with one
material bandgap. In [6]–[11], the analysis to multiple bandgaps
is extended, obtaining the limiting efficiencies with multiple material bandgaps. Of these, in [6], [7], and [10], the case where
the subcells are electrically connected in series is analyzed;
therefore, each subcell must operate at the same current. In our
following theoretical analysis of the multibandgap cell, we assume that each subcell is electrically independent (i.e., each
subcell has two terminal connections), in order to find limiting
efficiencies. In [8], [10], and [11], the case is examined where
there are no intermediate reflectors, and all the subcells are index
matched. Multijunction cells with intermediate reflectors were
analyzed in [6] and [8], but the effect of improved luminescence
extraction in boosting the voltage was not accounted for. Here,
we account for the voltage boost that arises from improved external luminescent extraction from each bandgap of a tandem
cell.
We derive the limiting efficiency of multibandgap cells following a similar procedure to the derivation for single-bandgap
cells in [2]. We assume step function absorption (all photons
above the bandgap energy are absorbed, and all photons below
the bandgap energy are transmitted).
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We will first consider the top cell, which consists of the material with the largest bandgap, Eg1 . The analysis of this top
cell is identical to the single-bandgap case derived in [2]. The
analysis begins in the dark, at thermal equilibrium, with the cell
absorbing blackbody radiation from the external environment.
The blackbody radiation b(E) can be approximated by the tail
of the blackbody formula:


E
2E 2
(1)
b (E) = 3 2 exp −
h c
kT

where J1 is the current density, and V1 is the voltage of the top
qV1
qV1
cell. Equation (5) makes the approximation e k T − 1 ≈ e k T .
To extract the maximum power from the top cell, the value of
V1 should be chosen to be the maximum power point of the cell.
The expression for the open-circuit voltage of the top cell is
given by setting J1 = 0 in (5):
 ∞



1
kT
kT
E g 1 S (E) dE
∞
ln
ln
−
Vo c,1 =
. (6)
q
q
ηext
π E g 1 b (E) dE

where the units of b are [photons/(time × area × energy ×
steradian)], E is the photon energy, h is Planck’s constant, c is
the speed of light, and kT is the thermal energy.
The photon flux through the front surface of the solar cell due
to absorption of the blackbody is given as
 ∞ π
2
a (E) b (E) sin θ cos θdθdE
(2)
Lbb = 2π

From (6), we see that the open-circuit voltage penalty from
ideal when ηext < 1 is kqT ln( η e1x t ).
We now consider the second cell beneath the first
 E cell. The absorption of photons from the sun is now given as E gg21 S (E) dE
(assuming step function absorptivity for the second cell as well).
In the J–V characteristic of the second cell, there is an extra
term to account for the radiative flux out of the bottom of the
top cell that is absorbed by the second cell. Since from (4),
Lint↓ = Lη eexxtt − Lext , the downward flux is given by


 ∞
qV1
1
− 1 πe k T
b (E) dE.
(7)
Lint↓ =
ηext
Eg 1

0

0

where θ is the angle from the normal to the cell, and a(E) is
the step function absorptivity for Eg 1 . The 2π factor arises from
the integration over the azimuthal angle ϕ. Since the cell is in
thermal equilibrium, Lbb is also equivalent to the photon flux
emitted out of the front surface.
When the sun illuminates the cell, it moves into quasiequilibrium, with chemical potential qV (this is equivalent to
the separation of the quasi-Fermi levels, where q is the charge
of an electron and V is the voltage). Under illumination, the
photon flux out the front of the cell, i.e., Lext , is given by
qV

Lext (V ) = e k T × Lbb

qV
= e k T × 2π

∞



π
2

b (E) sin θ cos θdθdE (3)

Eg 1

0

where we have represented the step function absorptivity a(E)
through the limits of integration.
The external luminescence yield, ηext , is defined as the ratio
of the rate of radiative flux out the top, Lext , to the total loss
rate of photons from the cell. We assume the cell is free of
nonradiative recombination in this analysis. Thus, the total loss
rate of photons is given as Lext + Lint↓ , where Lint↓ is the
radiative flux out the bottom to the next cell below:
ηext =

Lext
.
Lext + Lint↓

(4)

The current of the solar cell is given by the absorption of
photons from the sun minus the emission of photons out of the
cell. The absorption of photons from the sun is∫ a (E) S (E) dE,
where S is the number of photons in the solar spectrum per unit
area per unit time. From (4), we obtain Lext + Lint↓ = Lη eexxtt .
Thus, the J–V characteristic of the top cell in the tandem stack
is given by
 ∞
S (E) dE − Lext − Lint↓
J1 (V1 ) =
Eg 1



∞

=
Eg 1

S (E) dE −

1
ηext

πe
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∞

b (E) dE
Eg 1

(5)

By analogy to (5), the J–V characteristic of the second cell is,
thus, given by


 Eg 1
qV1
1
S (E) dE +
− 1 πe k T
J2 (V2 , V1 ) =
η
ext,1
Eg 2
 ∞
 ∞
qV2
1
k
T
b (E) dE −
πe
b (E) dE (8)
ηext,2
Eg 1
Eg 2
where ηext,1 refers to the external fluorescence yield of the top
cell, and ηext,2 refers to the second cell. The derivation of the
J–V characteristic for cells below the second follows the same
procedure as the second cell.
In order to obtain the efficiency of a multibandgap device,
the optimal power point, i.e., V1,m ax , is first determined for the
topmost cell, and the power extracted is calculated by P1,m ax =
V1,m ax × J1 (V1,m ax ). The optimal power point V2,m ax is then
found by maximizing P (V2 , V1 = V1m ax ) = V2 × J2 (V2 , V1 =
V1,m ax ). To find the efficiency, the power extracted from each
subcell is summed and is divided by the total incident power
from the sun impinging on the area of the cell.
III. STRUCTURES
We consider several versions of multibandgap solar cells with
different intermediate reflectors. We consider the cases of 1) no
intermediate reflector and no rear mirror, 2) no intermediate
reflector and a perfect rear mirror, and 3) an air gap as the
intermediate layer and a perfect rear mirror.
A. Case 1: No Intermediate Reflector, No Rear Mirror
We first consider the case of a dual-bandgap solar cell without
an intermediate reflector or rear mirror [see Fig. 1(a)]. The top
and bottom cells are index matched, on an absorbing substrate,
and we assume a perfect antireflection coating on the top cell. We
consider the following two cases, i.e., cases (1a) and (1b), where
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index of the top semiconductor). There is total internal reflection
for internal luminescent photons outside the escape cone. We assume that the internal luminescence hitting the top surface has a
Lambertian distribution, as is typical of optically thick material.
The angle-averaged transmittance of the internally luminescent
photons through the top surface, Tin t↑ , is thus given by
Tin t↑ =

2π

 sin −1 ( n1s )
0

2π



π
2

0

sin θ cos θdθ

=

sin θ cos θdθ

1
.
n2s

(10)

Since the cell is free of nonradiative recombination, the only
other photon flux out of the cell is out the rear surface, which
is described by rear luminescent transmittance Tint↓ . Tint↓ is
unity because the top and bottom cell are assumed to be index
matched with no intermediate layer between them. Applying (4)
and (10) yields
ηext =

Fig. 1. (a) Case 1. A multibandgap solar cell without an intermediate or a rear
mirror; the top cell, bottom cell, and substrate are index matched with n s = 3.5.
In case 1a, the subcells are optically thin to the luminescent photons; in case
1b, the cells are optically thick. (b) Case 2. No intermediate reflector, with a
perfect rear mirror. In case 2a, the top cell is assumed to be optically thin to the
internal luminescence, and in case 2b, the top cell is optically thick. (c) Case 3.
The subcells are separated by an air gap intermediate reflector, with perfect
antireflection (AR) coatings and a perfect rear mirror.

the cells are optically thin and optically thick to the internal
luminescence, respectively. Perfect antireflection coatings and
zero nonradiative recombination are assumed throughout.
1) Case 1a: No Intermediate Reflector, No Rear Mirror, Optically Thin Cells: In Case 1a, we assume that the cells are
optically thin to the luminescent photon energies. This assumption means that the cell is weakly absorbing near the luminescent
energies (the energies at which absorbed photons are re-emitted
as), although it can still be strongly absorbing at higher energies
(hence, the assumption of step function absorption is still valid).
The external luminescence yield ηext can also be described
as the probability that an absorbed photon escapes out the front
surface [2]. For the limit of a very optically thin cell, we can
determine that ηext ≈ 4n1 2 by recognizing that the probability
s
of front surface escape, relative to substrate absorption, is the
fraction of solid angle that is subtended by the escape cone [12].
We can derive ηext for case 1a as follows:
ηext =

2π

 sin −1 ( n1s )
sin θdθ
1
0 
≈ 2.
π
4ns
2π 0 sin θdθ

(9)

2) Case 1b: No Intermediate Reflector, No Rear Mirror, Optically Thick Cells: In Case 1b, we assume that the cells are
optically thick. We assume that the solar cell is in air with index
of refraction n = 1, with a perfect antireflection coating on the
top. Thus, at the top surface, we can assume perfect transmittance of internally luminescent photons in the escape cone θs
(given by Snell’s law, ns sin θs = 1, where ns is the refractive

Tint↑
1
=
.
Tint↑ + Tint↓
1 + n2s

(11)

We have a factor of ≈ 14 difference in ηext between the cases
of optically thin and thick. The impact of absorption on ηext is
discussed further in [13].
B. Case 2: No Intermediate Reflector, Perfect Rear Mirror
The second case we consider is a multibandgap solar cell
without an intermediate reflector, with a perfect rear mirror [see
Fig. 1(b)]. The top and bottom cells are index matched, and we
assume a perfect antireflection coating on the top cell. We again
consider two cases, i.e., cases 2a and 2b, where the cells are
optically thin and optically thick to the internal luminescence,
respectively.
1) Case 2a: No Intermediate Reflector, Perfect Rear Mirror,
Optically Thin Cells: We have ηext,2 = 1 for the bottom cell
(due to the perfect rear mirror), and ηext,1 = 4n1 2 for the top
s
cell, as in case 1a.
2) Case 2b: No Intermediate Reflector, Perfect Rear Mirror,
Optically Thick Cell: We have ηext,2 = 1 for the bottom cell
1
(due to the perfect rear mirror), and ηext,1 = 1+n
2 for the top
s
cell, as in case 1b.
C. Case 3: Air Gap Intermediate Reflector, Perfect
Rear Mirror
The final case we consider is a multibandgap solar cell with
an intermediate reflector between the cells and a perfect rear
mirror. An intermediate reflector for a multibandgap cell must
satisfy the requirements of 1) reflecting the internally luminescent photons of the top cell and 2) transmitting the externally
incident photons that are below the bandgap of the top cell.
These dual requirements for an intermediate reflector appear
difficult to satisfy. However, air gaps provide the following advantages:
1) We obtain total internal reflection for the photons outside
of the escape cone. In this paper, we assume ns = 3.5
for the refractive indices of all the cells. Due to the large
refractive index mismatch with air (n = 1), the escape
1
≈ 17◦ from the
cone given by Snell’s law is sin−1 3.5
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Fig. 2. Efficiencies as a function of top and bottom bandgap for case 1a, a dual-junction solar cell without an intermediate or a rear mirror; the cells are assumed
to be optically thin to the internally luminescent photons. (a) Efficiencies under 1 sun and (b) the efficiencies under 46 211-sun concentration.

normal. Most of the internally luminescent photons are
thus outside the escape cone and are reflected.
2) The externally incident photons, upon entrance into our
structure, refract into the escape cone of the top cell material, as described by Snell’s law. Thus, we can use antireflection coatings to transmit the photons in the escape
cone to the next cell.
The internally luminescent photons are created at all angles,
while the transmitted solar photons have a limited angular range.
Thus angular filtering by the air gap can be used to obtain spectral filtering, in order to recycle the luminescent photons. For
case 3, we assume an air gap for the intermediate reflector, sandwiched by perfect antireflection coatings, as well as a perfect
rear mirror and perfect top antireflection coating [see Fig. 1(c)].
In this scenario, ηext,1 = 0.5, since there is equal luminescent
extraction from the front and back interfaces of the top cell.
With a perfect back mirror, ηext,2 = 1, since all the photons
must eventually escape out the front of the device. In case 3,
we obtain the same ηext whether the cells are optically thick or
optically thin to the internal luminescence.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The efficiencies for cases 1–3 are computed as a function of
top and bottom bandgaps. In our calculations, we assume cell
temperature of T = 30◦ C, two terminal connections to each
subcell, and an index of refraction of ns = 3.5 (a typical semiconductor refractive index) for all the subcells. The radiation
from the sun is modeled with the Air Mass 1.5 Global tilt spectrum [14]. We plot the efficiencies both under 1 sun and also
under the maximum concentration achievable, 46 211 suns (in
the case of concentration, S(E) = 46211 × SA M 1.5 (E), where
SA M 1.5 (E) is the Air Mass 1.5 Global tilt spectrum).

TABLE I
EFFICIENCIES FOR THE OPTIMAL DUAL-BANDGAP CELL FOR CASES 1–3

Case 1a: 1 Sun
Case 1a: 46 211 Suns
Case 1b: 1 Sun
Case 1b: 46 211 Suns
Case 2a: 1 Sun
Case 2a: 46 211 Suns
Case 2b: 1 Sun
Case 2b: 46 211 Suns
Case 3: 1 Sun
Case 3: 46 211 Suns

E g 1 [eV]

E g 2 [eV]

Efficiency

1.73
1.73
1.73
1.73
1.81
1.74
1.73
1.73
1.73
1.53

0.95
0.93
0.95
0.93
0.95
0.93
0.94
0.93
0.94
0.70

41.1%
55.2%
42.8%
56.9%
44.0%
58.2%
44.7%
58.9%
45.7%
60.0%

In Figs. 2–6, we plot the efficiencies as a function of top and
bottom bandgap for cases 1a, 1b, 2a, 2b, and 3, respectively.
The efficiencies are plotted both under 1 sun and 46 211 suns.
Our range of bandgap energies corresponds to the range of
energies in the Air Mass 1.5 Global tilt spectrum. The main
feature of these contour plots is a double peak around the optimal
bandgaps. There is also a region of vertical lines, where adding
a top subcell to a bottom subcell does not significantly increase
the efficiency of the tandem cell. This region occurs because the
top subcell has too large of a bandgap and consequently does
not absorb many photons.
We extract the optimal bandgaps from each of these plots and
list them in Table I. The absolute difference between the limiting
efficiency in case 1a and 3 is 4.6%. Thus, in the case where the
cell is optically thin to the internal luminescence, an absolute
efficiency increase of 4.6% is available with proper intermediate
and rear mirror design. Although the air gap presents manufacturing difficulties, it is a feasible architecture, as demonstrated
experimentally in [17].
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Fig. 3. Efficiencies as a function of top and bottom bandgap for case 1b, which is a dual-junction solar cell without an intermediate or a rear mirror; the cells are
assumed to be optically thick to the internally luminescent photons. (a) Efficiencies under 1 sun and (b) the efficiencies under 46 211-sun concentration.

Fig. 4. Efficiencies as a function of top and bottom bandgap for case 2a, which is a dual-junction solar cell without an intermediate reflector, with a perfect
rear mirror; the cells are assumed to be optically thin to the internally luminescent photons. (a) Efficiencies under 1 sun and (b) the efficiencies under 46 211-sun
concentration.

In [4], [15], and [16], the authors achieve experimental efficiencies of 31.1%, 30.8%, and 30.3%, respectively, for the
tandem cell of InGaP (Eg = 1.8 eV) on GaAs (Eg = 1.4 eV).
We extract the limiting efficiencies from Figs. 2–6 for these
materials and list in Table II. For this combination of bandgaps,
the absolute efficiency increase from cases 1a to 3 under 1 sun
is 2.7%.
To isolate the effect of the air gap intermediate reflector, we
look at case 2a, a dual-bandgap solar cell with no intermediate
reflector and a perfect rear mirror; see Fig. 1(b). The top cell
is assumed to be optically thin to the internal luminescence. In
Fig. 7, we plot the open-circuit voltage of the top cell, shortcircuit current of the bottom cell, and overall cell efficiency for
cases 2a and 3, the case with the air gap intermediate reflector
and perfect rear mirror. The optimal bandgaps from case 3,
the ideal case, are used in this calculation (Eg 1 = 1.73 eV and
Eg 2 = 0.94 eV). The optimal bandgaps for case 2a are within

TABLE II
EFFICIENCIES FOR A DUAL-BANDGAP CELL, E g 1 = 1.8 AND E g 2 = 1.4

Case 1a
No intermediate reflector, no rear mirror,
optically thin
Case 1b
No intermediate reflector, no rear mirror,
optically thick
Case 2a
No intermediate reflector, perfect rear
mirror, optically thin
Case 2b
No intermediate reflector, perfect rear
mirror, optically thick
Case 3
Air gap intermediate reflector, perfect rear
mirror

1-Sun
Concentration

46 211-Sun
Concentration

37.3%

46.4%

38.4%

47.4%

38.6%

47.7%

39.3%

48.3%

40.0%

49.1%
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Fig. 5. Efficiencies as a function of top and bottom bandgap for case 2b, which is a dual-junction solar cell without an intermediate reflector, with a perfect rear
mirror; the cells are assumed to be optically thick to the internally luminescent photons. (a) Efficiencies under 1 sun and (b) the efficiencies under 46 211-sun
concentration.

Fig. 6. Efficiencies as a function of top and bottom bandgap for case (3), which is a dual-junction cell with an air gap intermediate reflector and perfect rear mirror.
(a) Efficiencies under 1 sun and (b) the efficiencies under 46 211-sun concentration.

0.1 eV of these bandgaps; therefore, this is a fair comparison.
Equation (6) allows us to calculate the open-circuit voltage
penalties from the ideal case of a rear reflector that perfectly
reflects all internal luminescence. The thermal voltage is 26 mV
therefore, in case 3, with the air gap intermediate reflector, the
top cell sees a voltage drop of 26 mV × ln 2 = 18 mV from
ideal. With no intermediate reflector, and an optically thin top
cell as in case 2a, the top cell sees a voltage drop of 26 mV ×
ln 4n2s = 100 mV from ideal, with ns = 3.5. Thus, as we see
in Fig. 7, the top cell voltage difference between cases 3 and 2a
is ≈ 80 mV.

As a result of the intermediate reflector, there is also a slight
decrease in current in the bottom cell. This current decrease is
due to the loss of radiative emission out the rear of the top cell
that is then absorbed by the bottom cell. The effect of current
loss in the bottom cell is minor compared with the gain in voltage
of the top cell with the intermediate reflector. Thus, for case 3
minus case 2a, we see a tandem efficiency increase of 1.7%,
solely due to the air gap intermediate reflector.
Using the same methodology, we calculate the limiting efficiency of multibandgap cells with one through six bandgaps, for
cases (1a), (1b), (2a), (2b), and (3); see Table III. The efficiencies
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TABLE III
EFFICIENCIES FOR CELLS WITH ONE THROUGH SIX BANDGAPS, FOR CASES 1–3, UNDER 1 SUN
Eg 1
[eV]

Eg 2
[eV]

1.34
1.73
2.04
2.23
2.39
2.53

0.94
1.40
1.63
1.83
2.02

Eg 3
[eV]

0.93
1.14
1.37
1.64

Eg 4
[eV]

0.702
0.97
1.34

Eg 5
[eV]

0.695
0.96

Eg 6
[eV]

0.694

Case 1a No
intermediate
reflectors, no
rear mirror,
optically thin

Case 1b No
intermediate
reflectors, no
rear mirror,
optically thick

Case 2a No
intermediate
reflectors,
perfect rear
mirror, optically
thin

Case 2b No
intermediate
reflectors,
perfect rear
mirror, optically
thick

Case 3 Air gap
intermediate
reflectors,
perfect rear
mirror

30.1%
41.1%
47.1%
50.4%
52.9%
54.7%

31.3%
42.8%
48.8%
52.3%
54.9%
56.7%

–
44.0%
49.0%
52.1%
54.1%
55.8%

–
44.7%
50.1%
53.5%
55.7%
57.4%

–
45.7%
51.5%
55.3%
57.7%
59.4%

of being optically thin to the internal luminescence can be a
reasonable approximation. However, for real materials, ηext will
fall between the limiting values we derive for optically thin
and thick.
V. CONCLUSION

Fig. 7. Tandem cell efficiency, top cell open-circuit voltage, and bottom cell
current for bandgaps E g 1 = 1.73 eV and E g 2 = 0.94 eV, for case 2a, with
no intermediate reflector and with a perfect rear mirror, assuming cells that are
optically thin to the internal luminescence, and case 3, which has an air gap
intermediate reflector and a perfect rear mirror.

for the one to three cell stacks are calculated at the optimal
bandgaps for case 3. The bandgaps for four to six cells are taken
from [6], as the optimization of four or more bandgap cells is
out of the scope of this paper (the bandgaps taken from [6] are
for the case of electrically independent subcells).
We see an increase of ࣈ1% absolute by adding an intermediate reflector for cells that are optically thick to the luminescence,
case 3 minus case 2b, for the dual-bandgap cell. In the work
by Martı́ and Araújo [8], the efficiency boost calculated from
adding an intermediate reflector in a similar situation is only
≈ 0.2% absolute. This is because there is no refractive index
mismatch with air in their work. Consequently, an intermediate
reflector to assist in the recycling of photons in the top cell in
their calculations has minimal effect on the open-circuit voltage,
as the photons already have a significantly higher probability
of escape.
When we make the comparison with the optically thin case
rather than the optically thick case, we see a greater boost in
efficiency with proper mirror design. In a real material, the
absorption of the luminescence depends on the degree of overlap
between the luminescence spectrum and absorption spectrum.
As absorption is usually low near the band-edge, the assumption

An intermediate reflector has the dual burden of reflecting the
internally luminescent photons and transmitting below bandgap
photons. We, thus, propose an air gap sandwiched with antireflection coatings to serve as the intermediate reflector, using angular selectivity by total internal reflection to achieve frequency
selectivity. Together with a perfect rear mirror, this results in
an ≈ 5% absolute efficiency improvement over cells without
mirrors.
Future work can take into account the detailed absorption
spectrum of real materials, nonradiative recombination, the actual quality of the antireflection coatings, shading losses between cells, resistive losses from introducing contact fingers
above and below each cell, and the actual differing indices of
refraction for the subcells, among other nonidealities.
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